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 and pedestal being constructed of aluminium, there is hardly any additional weight,
 whilst the advantage for accurate sighting at distant points has proved to be con-
 siderable. The plane-table is of the ordinary simple pattern, but possesses a clamp
 and tangent screw for making accurate contacts.

 Automatic Clamp and Endless Tangent Screwz for Sextant.-The other improve-
 ment to which I would direct attention is an automatic clamp and endless tangent
 screw which I have designed for sextants. As is well known, it often happens
 that just at a critical moment in the middle of a set of altitudes, the end of the
 run of the tangent screw is reached, and great inconvenience and delay results.
 This is specially trying in the middle of a set of sextant altitudes. Fig. 3 shows
 a new clamp and tangent screw which obviates this difficulty, and now that it
 has been fairly perfected is working extremely well.

 A is the section of the back view of an arc of a sextant, B the tangent
 screw upon which the endless thread D has been cut. C is a lever which, when
 pressed by the fore finger in the direction of the arrow, raises the screw D from
 the arc A by means of the cam arrangement F, in which case the vernier arm G
 can be freely moved to any position on the arc, and the approximate contact made
 in the ordinary manner. When this is done, by releasing the lever C, the screw D,
 actuated by the spring H, is pressed hard against the arc and automatically
 clamps the vernier arm G. The final and accurate contact is now made by
 turning the tangent screw B with the endless thread D, which causes the vernier
 arm to move slowly along the arc, as far as required, without the possibility of
 the screw coming to an end. The plane-table telescope and the endless tangent
 screw for the sextant (patent) are made by Cary, Porter & Co., 7, Pall Mall, S.W.
 Any sextant can be fitted with the latter at a small cost.

 REVIEWS.

 EUROPE.

 A MOUNTAIN OBSERVATORY.

 ' Twenty Years on Ben Nevis.' By W. T. Kilgour. Paisley: A. Gardner. Pp. 154.
 Map and lllustrations. Price Is. 6c. net.

 THE writer, who was intimately associated with the observatory on Ben Nevis
 during the greater part of its existence, " has endeavoured to tell in simple language
 something of the joys and sorrows, the exploits, the vicissitudes, and the remini-
 scences of the observers, as well as to portray the more outstanding incidents in-
 separable from an existence spent at such an altitude." He appeals to the public
 to agitate for the re-opening of the observatory, and in this all who are acquainted
 with the excellent work done during the time it was in being, will certainly be at
 one with him.

 AFRICA.

 SOUTH AFRICA.

 ' Die Kalahari.' Versuch ciner physisch-geographischen Darstellung der Sandfelder
 des sidafrikalischen Beckons. Large 8vo. Berlin: Dietrich Reimer (Ernst
 Vohsen). 1904.

 In the author's usage, the term " Kalahari" includes the whole interior of South
 Africa north of the Orange river and west of a line drawn south from the confluence
 of the Kafue with the Zambezi, the region being bounded on the west by the high
 country behind the Damara-Namaqualand coast. This is a very great extension of
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 the district, usually known as the Kalahari, but the author justifies his usage by
 the fact that superficial deposits of the greatest importance in the physical history
 and conditions of the country characterize the whole area. Dr. Passarge's travels
 covered the middle portion of this great region, and his observations are very fully
 given in chaps. vi.-xxix. These chapters are such a mine of facts, that it would
 be difficult to gather their general bearing were there not frequent summaries and
 lists of conclusions, which are again brought under review in chaps. xxi.-xxxvii.,
 where they are combined with the rcsults of previous travellers relating not only to
 those parts of the Kalahari not visited by him, but to the whole of South Africa,
 and in some cases to tropical and North Africa also. One very great use of the
 detailed account of the middle Kalahari will be to form a basis for comparison in
 the future. Dr. Passarge pays great attention to the superficial deposits, debris
 from the underlying rocks, tufacious limestones, sand, rocks formed by the cement-
 ation of the sand by silica, and by the replacement of carbonate of lime by the
 same substance, laterites, and various river and vley deposits. The interest or
 these is not confined to the Kalahari, for they spread to the southern end of the
 continent. Dr. Passarge's researches (in which he received great help from Prof.
 Kalkowsky, the petrologist at Kiel) are the first attempt to deal with them on
 broad lines. To a Cape geologist who believes he has evidence of the formation of
 silicified rocks at the present day, the author's reasons for regarding their analogues
 up-country as the result of desert conditions which prevailed during the period
 between Upper Cretaceous and Pliccene (p. 649) are not conclusive. This question
 is intimately connected with a series of climatic changes since Karroo times, which

 the author endeavours to unravel. The evidence is not always convincing, e.g.
 that from Middelburg district in Cape Colony (p. 634); the presence of unweathered
 blocks of diabase (the Karroo dolerite of the Capa Geological Survey) on de ply
 weathered diabase is explicable without the assumption of desert conditions followed

 by a wet period which continued with diminishing rainfall to the present day.
 The diabase-capped hills, whose beautifully curved slopes owe their form to the
 action of running water as well as to the processes of insolation and wind-erosion,
 undergo little change by the action of ground water. Fragments broken from the
 diabase sheets lie undecomposed on the sometimes deeply weathered diabase of the
 lower ground, continuously subject to the influence of ground water. This contrast
 in the rate at which decomposition goes on in projecting and low-lying masses
 respectively, is particularly noticeable in the Transkei, where the climate is more
 favourable for chemical weathering than in the Karroo. The wide-spread tufacious
 limestone is certainly forming to-day, probably as energetically as during any
 period we have record of in Cape Colony-witness the choking up of small springs
 in the Karroo by calcareous matter left by evaporation of their water, and the
 thin calcareous crusts formed on bare spots after rain. These seem small details,
 but it is upon their like that our author's far-reaching conclusions are based.

 Dr. Passarge makes out a very convincing case for his view that the Kalahari,
 in the wider sense, has become gradually drier, and that the process began in the
 south, and is extending northwards. In chap. xxvii. there is a very interesting
 account of the Okavango basin: a once well-watered low-grade river system is
 gradually losing its water, the valleys become converted into swamp lands, and
 these in their turn give place to sand-veld of the Kalahari type. This river system,
 which discharges both into the Zambezi and the Makarrikarri depression, was
 developed on an extremely old surface of the " Inselberglandschaft" type, i.e. there
 were wide plains covered with the prcducts of insolation and wind-erosion and
 derivative rocks, through which isolated hills and short ranges cf the underlying
 rocks projected. This kind of country, which is also met with in other parts of
 No. II.-AUGUST, 1905.] p
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 Africa, is regarded by the author as the result of desert conditions which have pre-
 vailed with but one considerable interruption since at least the end of the Karroo
 period. The desert hypothesis is also held to account for the steep grade of African
 rivers (p. 637), but, as the author admits may be the case, the recent rise of the
 land has probably played an important part in giving the rivers their steep grades.
 At the south end of the continent there is evidence of a ri-e of 1200 feet, perhaps,
 within the period of living mollusca, and indications of a still greater "negative
 shore-movement" are not wanting, but the facts bearing on this question have not
 yet teen consistently explained.

 A full summary of the geology of South Africa is given in chap. iv., and the
 results are combined with the author's experience in chaps. xxiii. and xxiv., to
 form a mental picture of the development of the southern part of the continent.
 The summary is, on the whole, sound, and it is gratifying to find that the three
 subdivisions of the Cape system are taken to be successive formations, and the Black
 Reef-Malmani-Pretoria series to be older than the Cape system; the latter view is
 based upon a comparison of the tectonic structure of the north and south (pp. 47,48),
 which has great weight. The value of the " Olifant-Komati line" as a division
 between two unlike portions of the country is not so great as the author thinks;
 a line which fulfils more of the conditions laid down (p. 63) joins the Olifant's
 mouth with the Keiskamma mouth, but this leaves the greater development of
 the Karroo beds to the north. On one important point the author is mistaken--
 the diabase intrusions so characteristic of the Karroo region are by no means confined

 to the middle and lower Karroo beds; they are almost or quite as conspicuous in
 the Stormberg series. Any one who writes an account of the development of the
 subcontinent on our present knowledge sets up a tempting mark for others to throw
 at, and it is only by a repetition of such processes that the story will illuminate
 the facts. Dr. Passarge shows that "Gondwana-land " may be much older than
 Suess thought it was, for the South African portion seems never to have been
 encroached upon by the sea since the Malmani-Campbell Rand limestones were

 formed, and these are of pre-Devonian age. The Bokkeveld (Devonian) encroach-
 ment was of short duration, and was confined to the south. A comparison of

 Natal and Pondoland with the western districts of the Cape does not support Dr.
 Passarge's suggestion (p. 595) that the Cape folded belt stretched eastwards beyond
 the Kaffrarian coast. No evidence has yet been producel to show that the west
 coast-at least, as far north as the Orange river-owes its form in any degree to

 faults. The statement on p. 596 that Karroo beds occur on the coast of Little
 Namaqualand is at best doubtful; neither is there evidence for the connection of
 the Drakensberg volcanic region with faults; recent work has upset the idea that
 the volcanoes are in linear series. S3 me, at least, of the south-east coast faults are
 post-Senonian; the great Worcester fault is much older than this, Triassic or
 early Jurassic in age, and the minor faults which follow the Worcester direction
 affect the Uitenhage beds, and may therefore be intermediate in age. Attention
 has already been called to the author's views on the post-Karroo history of the
 interior. Whether he is right in his succession of climatic changes or not, there
 can be ro doubt that the interior has been dry land for a very long period.

 The thirty-seventh chapter, a discussion of the meteorological conditions of the
 present and recent times, is of great interest to all South Africans, but it is not
 altogether pleasant reading. On p. 665 it is suggested that a stable condi ion has
 not yet been reached in South Africa, and the coming stability would seem to be
 another " Wiistenperiod " ! Attention must be drawn to the admirable discussion
 of the importance of animal life, especially of mammals, in effecting surface changes
 in this region, given in chaps. xvi. and xvii., and to the numerors facts beating on
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 this matter throughout the narrative. A chapter on plant-lire in the Kalahari, and
 appendices on the pronunciation of native names, maps and figures, astronomical
 observations, rock specimens, mollusca, and plants, close the book, but there are
 also excellent indexes. Whatever may be the fate of some of Dr. Passarge's specu-
 lations, all geographers and geologists owe him gratitude for the thoroughness of
 his observations and the labour he has spent on their presentment.

 A. W. RCGERS.

 AMONG TIIE HEADSTREAMS OF THE NILE.

 'Caput -ili: Eile empfindsame Reise zu den Quellen des Nils.' Von Richard Kandt.
 Berlin: D. Reimer. 1904. Illustrations and Map.

 This is a striking book, which will stand out as one of the more permanently
 valuable amid the multitude of more or less ordinary works of African travel. The
 author's contributions to African geography have long been known to our readers.
 He is one of the comparatively few explorers who have been content to work
 doggedly in a limited field until they have gained that intimate acquaintance with
 its characteristics which can never be acquired by the passing visitor, and he
 possesses other qualities which go to make a successful student of a new country,
 notably the spirit of inquiry which ever seeks to go below the surface of things.
 The result is that his book, though professing only to give such an account of his
 work as may be suitable to the general reader, contains abundant food for reflection
 for the more seriously minded, while running through the whole is a lighter vein
 which enlivens the record of many disheartening struggles with adverse circum-
 stances. It is, however, his keen appreciation of the romantic and imaginative&
 elements in his subject which above all distinguishes Dr. Kandt's book, and which
 justifies his designation of it as the record of a "sentimental" journey. Whether
 in describing the parched and all but lifeless vegetation of the African steppe, the
 imposinog silhouettes of the Central African volcanoes, or the moist primaeval forest
 which conceals the ultimate headstreams of the Nile, he is always able to seize the
 essential elements of the picture, so that the reader carries away with him an
 impression of life-like vividness. The region specially chosen as a field for explora-
 tion offers unusual scope for the exercise of such powers, and in describing his
 journey as one " to the source of the Nile," Dr. Kandt no doubt gives us the clue
 to the special attraction which it exercised upon him. Whether or Lo the claim
 thus made be regarded as justified, there is no gainsaying the fact that Dr. Kandt
 was the first to set eyes on the ultimate source of the famous river-in the sense
 of the origin of that branch which brings the largest supply from the greatest
 distance. And there is something, no doubt, to be said for the view that it is only
 in this sense of the word "source" that the use of the definite article is at all

 applicable-whether such use is, even so, justifiable on scientific grounds beinog
 another question. Dr. Kandt reserves for another volume the elaboration of argu-
 ments in support of his claim, though it may be doubted whether our kcowledge
 of the meteorological and other conditions of this part of Aftica is yet sufficient to
 allow a definite opinion to be pronounced on the question.*

 * Some indication of the comparative r6le of the Victoria Nyanza and the Kagera
 in the economy of the Nile may, perhaps, be supplied by the consideration that while
 the loss of the supply received from the Kagera would seriously affect the status of the
 lake, there is no reason to suppose that, had the basin of the lake not existed, the
 supplies carried to the Nile by the river would have been materially lessened. But
 in order to reach any definite conclusion, some knowledge of the rainfall and evaporation
 on the surface of the lake and over the basin of the river is of primary importance. It
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